
PORTHOS SANS ABRI



“M/Y PORTHOS SANS ABRI, 
a beautiful FERRETTI 881 Fly, 

offers dimensions and spaces 
quite similar to the yachts of 100” 

and over.”
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“The stern sofa and table extend outside the warm and  cosy at-
mosphere of the Boat. The original galley faces the bow through the 
front windscreen, and the separate pilot house stands on the galley.”











“With her bright, contemporary and elegant feel she offers unri-
valled style and comfort. The light and airy saloon generously spa-
cious with the two facing sofas, the beautiful and well separate di-
ning area with his large square table, the soft colour of  the furniture 
and of the wooden floor, make this living area truly impressive.”







“Porthos Sans Abri offers first-class accommodation for up to 10 gue-

sts in 4 well-appointed cabins, all with exquisitely designed soft furnishings 

and  bathrooms. The striking full beam master stateroom , with two large 

panoramic windows, offers gorgeous en suite facilities with a unique glass 

divider between the cabin and the en suite with double shower and large 

bath.”







“The VIP cabin, with his large double bed, is roomy and comfortable, and the  

matching en suite twin cabins, both with Pullman beds completes at best the sle-

eping accommodation.” 



“A large sunbathing platform allows to live the sea at its best !
An electro hydraulic system permits to convert the pivoting garage door to a te-
ak-lead beach platform, an oversea area in direct contact with the sea ”





 

“The yacht is fully equipped at the top 
level and among the vast array of water
toys there are also:1x 2 seats RXP 255 
Seadoo wave runner, a  spectacular slide
from the fly bridge and 2 sea bobs.”







Since her graduation Francesca has always 
worked in Italy and abroad in various activi-
ties of great responsibility, including co-
oking in several restaurants.  After various 
experiences on smaller boats as a Stewar-
dess she became Stwardess/Cook on the 
Pershing 80’ Scintilla  from June 2012 to 
October 2016, where she worked both for 
the Owner than for Charter guests. Since 
summer 2017 she was embarked on the 
M/Y Aramis belonging to the same Owner. 
This year she started to work on board of 
Porthos Sans Abri, the largest yacht of the 
fleet.
She has a  solar and cheerful character, is 
good looking, active and patient. She is 
always present on board and is extremely 
skilled for the hostess/chef job. 
Both Clients than Crew say of her that she 
is a reliable person and a trustable crew 
member.
FFrancesca is also an excellent Cook. She is 
able to prepare many italian and internatio-
nal recepies  and very skilled in the art of 
food presentation having a great sense of 
aesthetic. 
Francesca will make the staying on board  
nice and relaxing and she will always take 
care of the guests during their charters..

French (basic)

Francesca MAT TANA

Born: Cagliari, Sardinia, 05.11.1978



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Length overall: 88 ft 10 in
Hull lenght: 88 ft 04 in
Dream: 22 ft 1 in
Draft: 7 ft 2 in
Displacement approx.: 106,81 US gal
Fuel capacity: 2378 US gal
Water capacity (incl. Calorfier): 349 US gal

Engines and Generators

Main Engines: 2 MTU 16V 2000 M84 2218 CV
Generators 2 ONAN 25 kw
Stabilizers Mitsubishi Antirolling Gyro
Watermaker Idromar 250 lt/h

Other specifications

Maximum speed: 29 knots
Cruising speed: 22 knots
Fuel consumption:500/800 lt/hr
Range: 350 nm
ACCOMODATIONS: Numbers of cabins: 4
Bathrooms: 4
Total guest sleeping: 10
Total guest cruising: 12
Bed configuration: 1 Queen, 1 Double, 4 sin-


